
SLUGS AND SNAILS
Slugs and snails are classified as gastropods, “gastro” meaning stomach
and “pod” meaning foot. Voracious eaters, they slide along on a muscular
foot, eating plants and creating slimy mucus as they go. Both slugs and
snails have two upper tentacles that protrude from their foreheads. Used
for sight and smell, they carry eyes on the tips. Shorter, lower tentacles
extending down from their heads are used for touch and taste.

Slugs and Snails usually come out at night and feast on our plants while
we are sleeping, often leaving large irregular shaped holes and a trail of
slime which is an obvious sight that they are there.

Not only do they feed on our prime young seedlings and tender new
growth they also feed on the soft growth of larger plants, hostas being a
favourite.

PREVENTION

Slugs and Snails hide from the heat and sun during the day under other
plants, amongst decaying leaves, overgrown areas of weeds, piles of
timber and rubbish laying about.

Keep weeds under control and remove any rubbish where they like to
hide.

Check under rocks and other potential hiding places and destroy any that
you find hiding.

NATURAL TREATMENT

Use Slug and Snail Traps. If you run out of the bait you can part fill the
traps with some beer.

Crushed egg shells sprinkled onto the ground can also be of help as
snails do not like the sharp edges.

OTHER TREATMENT

Where signs of Slugs and Snails are apply applications of a suitable Slug
and Snail bait. Re-apply after rain or heavy irrigation.

If you have pets it is best to use Tui Quash as this is safer for our furry
friends.

Always read product labels and instructions thoroughly.

SLUGS AND SNAILS
PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS

Shop the Kings online store for all your gardening needs

TUI QUASH SLUG AND SNAIL
CONTROL
Quash has been made with a
revolutionary low hazard formula which
effectively controls slugs and snails and
is safer to use around children, pets and
wildlife.

EASY TRAP FOR SLUG AND
SNAILS
An effective, good quality, low cost Slug
& Snail trap. Reusable. 100% natural,
non-toxic attractant recipe.

httpss://www.kings.co.nz/easy-trap-slugs-snails-trap-108537
httpss://www.kings.co.nz/tui-quash-400gr-16801

